Tools Needed
• Clean Workspace
• Safety Glasses

• Socket Wrench
• Allen Wrench

Hardware Contents
• (4) 11/16” Spacers
• (4) 2.5” Back Rest Bolts

• (4) Back Rest Washers
• (8) Seat Hinge Washers

Old Seat Removal
• Detach the back rest from the cart frame by removing the 4 bolts. These bolts can be disgarded as they will be replaced with
the provided screws from the hardware pack.
• Pull your seat cushion forward and lift away from the hinge receivers on the cart. Detach each hip restraint and seat hinge from
the seat by removing each bolt. Set all components (bolts included) aside for installation with the new cushion.
NOTE: To ensure a clean seat installation, use soap and warm water to remove any dirt build up from your hip restraints before
mounting to your new seat cushion

Seat Hinges
NOTE: The washers are used to stage each seat hinge so that the seat cushion folds down properly with a flush fit.
Center (2) washers above each bolt hole on left side for hinge installation. Place seat hinge on top of stacked washers and hand tighten
with original hinge bolts. Ensure a parallel alignment with the seat board and complete mounting process using allen wrench.
Repeat on right side.

Hip Restraints
Line up the short restraint (driver’s side) with the hole pattern on the new seat board. Using original restraint bolts, hand tighten
each bolt to ensure a proper alignment. Once all 4 bolts are in place, complete mounting process using socket wrench. Repeat step
for long restraint (passenger’s side).

Seat Cushion
After hinges and restraints are mounting to your seat cushion, you’re ready to place on your golf cart. Line each hinge up with the
receiver brackets on the cart and place into the slots. Gently lower the cushion so that the seat folds down.

Back Rest
Place washer on each back rest bolt prior to inserting into cart frame. Start with top left bolt hole, and place bolt into frame. Place
spacer onto bolt before inserting into new back rest. Hand tighten. Repeat for bottom right bolt hole and again for top right and
bottom left. Once all 4 bolts have been set, complete mounting process with socket wrench.
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Step 6
Now your cover is ready for fastening around the rest of the cushion. Pull material
tightly and begin on the bottom side of the cushion and place a staple every half
inch or so. When you reach your corners, the vinyl may roll up with excess material. Pull
the slack from the first roll and staple down. Repeat until the corners are smoothed
out. Continue stapling down each side and corner of the cushion until you have
reached the starting point.

Step 7
Check all sides to make sure that edge creases weren’t created during stapling. If so, you
can remove staples from the effected area and rework that material to smooth out.
Replace any staples removed. Double check the upholstered side of the cushion to
ensure you are wrinkle free.

Step 8
Once your cover has a smooth, tight fit around the cushion, you’re ready to trim the
excess material. Using your razor utility knife, carefully cut loose material above the
staples around the inside of the seat. Once complete, you’re ready to install your seat
cushion to your cart.

Cover Install Complete
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